Digest #47

In May, Santa Cruz Tech Beat published a post-TechRaising feature article about *Infinity Gloves*. We have two new post-TechRaising features today. One is about Interface Vision's plan to make programming easy for non-coders, and the other is about Crowd Central's focus back on iFundLocal. Find these and more, below.
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Feature Articles:

- Bud Colligan responds to County Economic Vitality Strategy in this letter to County Board of Supervisors. *Curious about what Colligan wrote?*
- More on Looker moving into the Rittenhouse Building. *Big win for*
• Another post-TechRaising - Crowd Central update. Will now focus on iFundlocal...

• iotaGift Invited to White House Regional Forum on Working Families. Learn more...

• Kickstarter campaign nets $80+K for CNC router startup. What's a CNC router?

• Local high school student improves method to make fuel, wins award. Impressive! Learn more...

• Maverix Biomics Adds Enhancements to Genomic Analysis Platform. Read now...

Upcoming Events:

• See ALL upcoming events here.
Santa Cruz Tech Beat is the **go-to source for all things TECH in Santa Cruz**. Visit [our website](#) for News, Features, Events, Resources, Jobs, and more!

### Connect with us.
- **Subscribe** to Santa Cruz Tech Beat!
- Become a **sponsor** today.
- List your business in the [Business Catalog](#).
- Read the **news**.
- Read **feature articles**.
- Check **upcoming events**.
- **Submit** news tips, blog posts, or other newsworthy items.
- Visit our [website](#).
- Read **previous digests** of Santa Cruz Tech Beat.
- LIKE us on [Facebook](#).
- Follow us on [Twitter](#).
- Check **job posts**.
- Read **what folks are saying** about us.